April Frieda '08 is a member of the Princeton University Sinfonia. Previously, she was principal clarinetist of the Austin Youth Symphony as well as her high school's symphony orchestra and wind ensemble. Her honors include first chair clarinet at the Texas All-State Music Convention, winner of the Austin Young Artists' Competition and performances with the Disney Young Musicians Symphony Orchestra. Additionally, April has performed frequently as a chamber ensemble member, and she has attended various summer music camps, including Interlochen and Idyllwild. April studies clarinet at Princeton with Evan Spritzer. Her previous teachers were Richard MacDowell and Starr Schaffel Wayne.

Geoffrey McDonald is a sophomore in the music department, hoping to earn certificates in German and Music Performance (for conducting). A cellist, pianist, singer, and aspiring professional conductor, Geoffrey participates in a number of musical activities on and off campus, including chamber ensembles, Princeton University Orchestra, and teaching. He is also the music director of the Princeton Katzenjammers, the nation's oldest male a cappella group.

Dan Ruccia is a senior music major from Columbus, Ohio. He studies composition and is a violinist in the Princeton University Orchestra. When not playing or writing music, he can be found DJing on WPRB.

Ruth Ochs holds degrees in music and orchestral conducting from Harvard University and the University of Texas at Austin, respectively, and is currently pursuing a Ph.D. in musicology at Princeton University with a dissertation on the use of folk music in 20th-century Polish music. She studied several summers at the Pierre Monteux School in Hancock, Maine and continues to study privately with the School's director, Maestro Michael Jinbo.

Sinfonia would like to thank the following people for their special contributions to making this a successful year: Lauren Carpenter, Cindy Masterson, Greg Smith, Kyle Subramaniam, Marilyn Ham, the Music Department, the Mendel Music Library, John Orluk, Deborah Rhoades, Nate Randall, Maestro Michael Pratt, Evan Spritzer, and Christopher Gorzelski. We would like to offer our special gratitude to Professors Tony Branker and Simon Morris for judging our first concerto competition. Evan Spritzer helped arrange for us to get the parts to the Bassi and Oliver Hagen brilliantly prepared the orchestration of the work that you will hear tonight. Bill Pierce has been, as always, an enormous help in accommodating our stages needs, and Mary Roberts again put in overtime so we could video record our concert.
Program

**Sinfonia Strings**

Brandenburg Concerto No. 3  
*J.S. Bach*  
Movement I  
Geoff McDonald, conductor

*Simple Symphony*  
Benjamin Britten  
III. Sentimental Saraband  
Geoff McDonald, conductor

*Capriol Suite*  
Peter Warlock  
I. Basse-Danse  
II. Pavane  
V. Mattachins  
Dan Ruccia, conductor

**Sinfonia**

*Rumanian Folk Dances*  
Béla Bartók  
I. Stick Dance  
II. Sash Dance  
III. Stamping Dance  
IV. Horn Dance  
V. Rumanian Polka  
VI. Fast Dance  
VII. Fast Dance

*Fantasia da Concerto*  
Luigi Bassi, orchestrated by Oscar Hagen  
on themes from Verdi’s *Rigoletto*

April Frieda ’08, 2005 Sinfonia Concerto Competition Winner

*intermission*

Symphony No. 2 in D Major, Op. 36  
*Ludwig van Beethoven*  
I. Adagio molto—Allegro con brio  
II. Larghetto  
III. Scherzo: Allegro—Trio  
IV. Allegro Molto

**Sinfonia Spring 2005**

**Violin I**  
Grant Strother ’07, concertmaster  
Lilly Fang ’07  
Alexander Vandenber-Rodes ’06  
Jen Chu ’06  
Adrian Liu ’06  
Mike Cheng ’07  
Stephanie Chen ’05

**Violin 2**  
Stan Gabryszewski ’08, principal  
Patrick Ho ’08  
Adrian Ross ’08  
Sylvia Qiu ’08  
Alex Roberts ’08  
Kevin Schaeffer ’08  
Kathleen Lee ’07  
Jason Wang ’07

**Viola**  
Yukai Li ’08, co-principal  
Allysa Adams ’08, co-principal  
Madeleine Walsh ’08

**Cello**  
Jeff Stein ’07, co-principal  
Julia Liu ’08, co-principal  
Heidi Lam ’08  
AJ Akcy ’06  
Ian Petrow ’07

**Bass**  
Jenn Ruskey ’07, principal

**Flute**  
Sonya Hsieh ’08  
Laura Hurd ’07

**Oboe**  
Kait MacNichol ’08  
Katherine Anderson ’08

**Clarinet**  
April Frieda ’08  
Natalie Laszowski ’08  
Taylor White ’08

**Bass Clarinet**  
Suzanne Westbrook ’08

**Bassoon**  
Victor Amin ’08  
Roshan Jain GS

**Horn**  
Ty Wilde GS  
Gustav Eyler ’05

**Trumpet**  
Corrie Sack ’05  
Brian Nowakowski ’08

**Timpani**  
Lydia Holt ’05

*Violin I*  
Shirley Wuu ’05  
Joung Park ’08  
Kevin Schaeffer ’08

*Violin II*  
Jamie Sparano ’08  
Amy Maletz ’08  
Pauline Leven GS

*Viola*  
Yukai Li ’08  
Allysa Adams ’08  
Dan Ruccia ’05

*Cello*  
Ian Petrow ’07  
Ruth Ochs GS

*Bass*  
Jenn Ruskey ’07
April Frieda ‘08 is a member of the Princeton University Sinfonia. Previously, she was principal clarinetist of the Austin Youth Symphony as well as her high school’s symphony orchestra and wind ensemble. Her honors include first chair clarinet at the Texas All-State Music Convention, winner of the Austin Young Artists’ Competition and performances with the Disney Young Musicians Symphony Orchestra. Additionally, April has performed frequently as a chamber ensemble member, and she has attended various summer music camps, including Interlochen and Idyllwild. April studies clarinet at Princeton with Evan Spritzer. Her previous teachers were Richard MacDowell and Starr Schaftel Wayne.

Geoffrey McDonald is a sophomore in the music department, hoping to earn certificates in German and Music Performance (for conducting). A cellist, pianist, singer, and aspiring professional conductor, Geoffrey participates in a number of musical activities on and off campus, including chamber ensembles, Princeton University Orchestra, and teaching. He is also the music director of the Princeton Katzenjammers, the nation’s oldest co-ed a cappella group.

Dan Ruccia is a senior music major from Columbus, Ohio. He studies composition and is a violist in the Princeton University Orchestra. When not playing or writing music, he can be found DJing on WPRB.

Ruth Ochs holds degrees in music and orchestral conducting from Harvard University and the University of Texas at Austin, respectively, and is currently pursuing a Ph.D. in musicology at Princeton University with a dissertation on the use of folk music in 20th-century Polish music. She studied several summers at the Pierre Monteux School in Hancock, Maine and continues to study privately with the School’s director, Maestro Michael Jinbo.

Sinfonia would like to thank the following people for their special contributions to making this a successful year: Lauren Carpenter, Cindy Masterson, Greg Smith, Kyle Subramaniam, Marilyn Ham, the Music Department, the Mendel Music Library, John Orluk, Deborah Rhoades, Nate Randall, Maestro Michael Pratt, Evan Spritzer, and Christopher Gorzelnik. We would like to offer our special gratitude to Professors Tony Branker and Simon Morrison for judging our first concerto competition. Evan Spritzer helped arrange for us to get the parts to the Bassi and Oliver Hagen brilliantly prepared the orchestration of the work that you will hear tonight. Bill Pierce has been, as always, an enormous help in accommodating our stages needs, and Mary Roberts again put in overtime so we could video record our concert.